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Abstract: There is growing interest in using electric motors as prime movers in mobile hydraulic
systems. This increases the interest in so-called pump-controlled systems, where each actuator has its
own drive unit. Such architectures are primarily appealing in applications where energy efficiency is
important and electric recuperation is relevant. An issue with pump-controlled systems is, however,
mode-switch oscillations which can appear when the pressure levels in the system are close to the
switching condition. In this paper, the mode-switching behavior of different generalized closed and
open circuit configurations is investigated. The results show that the choice of where to sense the
pressures has a huge impact on the behavior. They also show that, if the pressure sensing components
are properly placed, closed and open circuits can perform very similarly, but that mode-switch
oscillations still can occur in all circuits. Active hysteresis control is suggested as a solution and its
effectiveness is analyzed. The outcome from the analysis shows that active hysteresis control can
reduce the risk for mode-switch oscillations significantly.

Keywords: pump-controlled systems; mode-switch oscillations; hysteresis control

1. Introduction

This paper is about the control of asymmetric hydraulic actuators with individual
drive units. In the literature, there are many names for such systems. They are, for example,
sometimes referred to as throttle-less [1,2] or valveless [3–5] hydraulics and sometimes as
direct-driven hydraulics [6,7]. However, here we stick to the term pump-controlled. In
pump-controlled systems, the pump simply delivers the amount of flow that is requested
by the operator. The actuator can thereby be controlled without relying on valve throttling,
which means fewer losses compared to traditional valve-controlled systems where multiple
actuators share pumps.

A pump-controlled actuator can be controlled by either the pump speed or the pump
displacement. For many years, the focus has been on displacement-controlled architectures,
see e.g., [8–12]. That was when the primary interest was to reduce fuel consumption. Now
the focus has shifted towards electrification, see e.g., [13–16]. This generally means that
diesel engines are substituted by battery-powered electric motors. Energy efficiency then
becomes even more important due to the low energy density and high cost of energy
storage. The use of multiple prime movers also becomes more relevant. In turn, this makes
speed-control more interesting. It also allows for distributed hydraulics (sometimes called
zonal hydraulics) [17,18]. In principle, speed and displacement control are just different
ways of varying the flow through the hydraulic machine. The main difference is that
displacement-controlled machines often require a charge pump. However, when only
considering one actuator, it is generally not very important which type of control is used,
assuming that the dynamics of the speed-control and displacement control are similar. In
other words, work that has been carried out on displacement-controlled architectures is
also highly relevant to speed-controlled architectures.
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Since the 1990s, many solutions for pump-controlled asymmetric actuators have been
proposed, but the solutions are not yet widely used in industry and a reasonable question
to ask is: What is the problem? The task of providing flow to the desired cylinder chamber
can be considered to be fairly straightforward. But there are two main issues:

• One must be able to compensate for the difference in flow that an asymmetric cylinder
causes. Note that asymmetric cylinders often are preferred because of their compact-
ness compared to symmetrical cylinders.

• It is desirable to recuperate energy when possible, which means that the pump should
work as a motor when desired. The switch between pumping and motoring modes
can cause unwanted oscillations. Also, note that the conventional load-holding func-
tionality must be replaced to allow energy recuperation.

In a review from 2019 [19], Ketelsen et al. classified and summarized the research
that had been conducted so far. In the classification, presented concepts are first separated
into speed-control and displacement control. Then they are split up into different groups
depending on, amongst others, the number of prime movers, the number of pumps,
whether the pumps are working in closed or open circuits, and whether they are passively
or actively controlled. Just by looking at the classes, one can realize that the number of
possible system architectures is huge. However, the study presented in this paper is limited
to system architectures based on one conventional two-port pump where valves are used
to handle the differential flow from the cylinder. Such systems are highly interesting since
they only require one hydraulic machine, and they can therefore be assumed to be less
costly and more compact than most other systems. The general problem with these systems
is, however, oscillatory switching behavior between pump and motor mode. This problem
is the focus of this paper.

1.1. State of the Art

Pump-controlled systems that use one conventional two-port pump can be classified
as either closed or open circuits. Generalized circuits of such systems are shown in Figure 1.
In a closed-circuit system, both pump ports can act as high-pressure ports whilst the pump
in open circuits has a dedicated high-pressure port. However, note that the reservoir
preferably should be pressurized in both cases. The reason why will be discussed later in
Section 2.1.1.

M

Control
valve/s

M

Control
valve/s

Aa Ab

pa pb

Aa Ab

pa pb

Closed circuit Open circuit

Figure 1. Generalised system architectures. Pilot-operated check valves or shuttle valves are often
used in closed circuits. In open circuits, solutions with directional valves or multiple on/off valves
can be found.
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In the literature, studies on closed-circuit architectures are predominant to open cir-
cuit architectures. In fact, only a few studies on open circuits with one pump have been
found and none of them emphasizes mode-switching dynamics. Switching dynamics
has, however, been studied for closed circuits, but different authors have come to differ-
ent conclusions.

1.1.1. Closed Circuits

The interest in closed circuit pump-controlled systems for asymmetric cylinders began
in the ’90s. Hewett patented a system based on a 3/2-valve [20], and such a system was
implemented in [8]. Rahmfeld and Ivantysynova later presented a similar system which
instead was based on pilot-operated check valves [21]. Since then, several versions of the
different concepts have been presented. However, the first publication we have found that
addresses problems with mode-switching oscillations was conducted by Williamson and
Ivantysynova [4]. In that study, a controller with a predictive observer was successfully
implemented to reduce the oscillations, but in a later publication, the same authors claim
that the predictive controller is an ineffective solution [22]. In the latter publication, the
fundamental cause of mode-switch oscillations is investigated. The conclusion is that
mode-switch oscillations mainly occur due to excitations in the hydro-mechanical system.
It is therefore claimed that problems with mode-switching can be avoided by increasing
the damping of the hydro-mechanical system. Hence, load-pressure feedback is suggested
as a solution. Michel and Weber extended the analysis and found an analytical solution for
the limit for the allowed maximum acceleration [23].

Mode-switch oscillations have also been analyzed analytically and experimentally
by Wang et al. [24,25]. In [24], a circuit based on an inverse shuttle valve and actively
controlled flow control valves was investigated. The flow control valves were used to
introduce leakage in certain conditions and thereby inhibit mode-switch oscillations. In [25],
virtual leakage is suggested as a possible solution in addition to the leakage by hardware.
It was, however, concluded that the natural frequency of the system must be slow in
comparison with the pump response if virtual leakage should work. Note that what here is
called virtual leakage is principally equivalent to the previously mentioned load-pressure
feedback. Another approach to introducing a stabilizing leakage has been presented by
Çalışkan et al., who implemented a shuttle valve with underlap [26,27].

Based on the work of Wang et al. and Çalışkan et al., Imam et al. investigated the
critical regions where oscillations can occur further [28]. They then suggested limited
throttling [29] and switching charge pressures [30] as solutions to the problem.

A different approach to the problem has been presented by Costa and Sepehri [31].
They propose that the mode-switching should occur when pa Aa = pb Ab instead of when
pa = pb, where index a and b denotes the different cylinder chambers according to Figure 1.
In later publications, they have compared it to other solutions and they have claimed
that their solution is superior [32,33]. However, in [34], Gøytil et al. showed that Costa
and Sepehri’s switching strategy also was prone to oscillations in certain conditions.
They proposed an observer-based controller and the use of actively controlled valves
to avoid oscillations.

Moreover, in [35], Zhang et al. compared a check-valve-based closed circuit with a
double pump solution. They concluded that the check-valve-based circuit was more prone
to oscillations, amongst others due to the substantial speed compensation that is required
during mode switches. But it was more energy efficient.
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1.1.2. Open Circuits

Heybroek has presented studies on a displacement controlled open-circuit concept
based on a valve matrix [10,36,37]. The concept is very flexible and offers plenty of driving
modes, including differential and floating modes. It utilizes actively controlled valves. He
states that mode-switches during operation preferably should be avoided. However, he
considered the mode-switching to be non-critical, and it is not discussed in detail. Another
displacement controlled open-circuit concept has been presented in a simulation study by
Ivantysyn [11], but mode-switching dynamics were not considered.

More recent studies on open circuits have been presented by Qu et al. [38,39]. Their
system is based on a speed-controlled gear machine. It offers plenty of control possibilities
and has in total 9 different driving modes, including by-pass and floating modes. The
mode-switching is actively controlled and based on the speed command and the differ-
ential pressure over the cylinder. Experimental tests have shown promising results, but
significant problems during mode-switching were observed [38]. The authors claimed that
the problems were due to cavitation and that the problems could be reduced if the reservoir
pressure was increased.

1.2. Contributions

Generalized open and closed circuits are presented. This is to highlight high-level
conceptual differences rather than detailed solution-specific characteristics, which usually
is done. Furthermore, in most of the studies mentioned above, no pressure drop between
the pump and the cylinder is considered. In studies where pressure drops are considered,
the placement of the sensing components in relation to the pressure drops is not motivated.
However, in all systems, there will be pressure drops, and the impact of this is analyzed in
this paper. This is to investigate the importance of where the pressures are sensed from a
mode-switching perspective.

To be able to compare different circuits in a fair way, a circuit-dependent worst-case
test scenario is also formulated and analyzed. This has pinpointed that all circuits can
end up in a load case where significant mode-switch oscillations occur. Hysteresis control
is suggested as a solution to reduce the risk of ending up there and the effectiveness of
the control is analyzed. Different implementations of hysteresis control are presented
and discussed.

2. Considered Circuits

There are numerous ways to implement the circuits illustrated in Figure 1. However,
they all have common features. All closed circuits must be able to change the side to which
the reservoir is connected. This feature can be represented by two orifices. Open circuits, on
the other hand, require four orifices - two that decide to which sides the pump is connected
and two for the reservoir.

With the generalized circuits, multiple driving modes are possible. But in this paper,
only the fundamental modes that are based on fully opened valves, where the pump flow
controls the speed of the actuator, are considered. One mode for each quadrant of operation
is then obtained, where the quadrants are defined by the direction of the actuator and the
pressure difference. How the closed and open circuit operate in the different modes is
illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The denotations Q1 to Q4 will hereafter be used to describe
the quadrants.
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Figure 2. Working modes for a generalised closed circuit architecture.
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Figure 3. Working modes for a generalised open circuit architecture.
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2.1. Circuit Requirements

The circuits illustrated in Figures 2 and 3 are generalised and somewhat simplified.
It should therefore be clarified that the reservoirs ideally should be pressurized and that
some kind of load-holding functionality might be required as well as a filtering solution.

2.1.1. Pressurised Reservoir

As seen in Figure 2, fluid will go from the reservoir to the cylinder or the pump via the
orifice in Q1 and Q2 for closed circuits. The reservoir pressure must therefore be sufficiently
high to avoid cavitation. The same applies to Q2 and Q4 for open circuits, which can be
seen in Figure 3. In open circuits, all flow to the cylinder will pass the orifice, and larger
valves or higher reservoir pressure compared to closed circuits, where only the differential
flow between the cylinder chambers passes through the orifice, is therefore required.

2.1.2. Filtering

Filters can be placed at various places in hydraulic circuits, but they are usually
designed for only allowing flow in one direction. In the generalized circuits that are
presented in this paper, flow can go in both directions. This must be handled. Furthermore,
the pressure drop over the filter will increase the requirements on the reservoir pressure.

2.1.3. Load-Holding Functionality

Safety regulations require some machines (e.g., cranes and earth-moving machinery)
to be equipped with some kind of load-holding valves [40,41]. This is to avoid rapidly
falling loads in case of failure. However, some kind of load-holding functionality is also
desired when you want to be able to hold a load without having to apply torque to the
prime mover. This functionality is principally already built-in in open circuits, even though
it likely does not fulfill the safety requirements, but closed circuits require additional valves
to obtain the functionality. The valves can be placed on the pump or the cylinder side,
which is illustrated in Figure 4. Both alternatives are analyzed in this paper. More on that
in Section 4. Any safety requirements are not considered.

M

Load holding on 
the cylinder side

Load holding on 
the pump side

Figure 4. Alternative placements for load-holding functionality in closed circuits.

3. Hysteresis Control

If the switching dynamics of the valves are neglected, the circuits can be considered
as hybrid dynamical systems, i.e., dynamical systems with both discrete and continuous
behavior. For this application, each mode of operation has its own continuous dynamic
behavior, and the switching logic of the valves defines discrete jumping between the modes.
A common approach to avoid problems with mode-switch oscillations in hybrid systems is
to use make use of hysteresis [42]. This means that the switching condition depends on
the switching direction, as illustrated in Figure 5 where the variable x can be an arbitrary
property that defines the switching condition and h is a measure of the hysteresis width. A
visualization of this in a pump-controlled system, where the pressure difference ∆p is used
to decide when to switch mode, is shown in Figure 6.
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Mode 2Mode 1

x - h > 0

x + h < 0

Figure 5. Hysteresis control of a hybrid system. The variable x denotes an arbitrary property and h is
the hysteresis width.

Δp

Pumping modeMotoring mode

Hysteresis width

v

Q1Q2
h-h

Figure 6. Hysteresis control in a pump controlled system where the switch is defined by the pressure
difference ∆p and the hysteresis width h.

3.1. Hysteresis Width Limitations

If the closed circuit is considered and if the pressure drops over the valves are neglected,
the only pressure difference that can be measured is ∆p = pa − pb, where the index a
corresponds to the piston side and b to the rod side in accordance with the notations in
Figure 1. In the first quadrant Q1, pb = pt, where pt is the reservoir pressure. For a mode-
switch to occur, the differential pressure must satisfy ∆p < h, which means that pa < pt− h.
Therefore, the reservoir pressure limits the hysteresis width. The same reasoning applies
to the other quadrants. If anti-cavitation valves are implemented, they must allow the
pressure to go below the reservoir pressure, either by being connected to another reservoir
with lower pressure or by being installed with sufficient cracking pressure.

3.2. Implementation

There are several ways to obtain hysteresis, both passively and actively. Different
approaches are discussed below. This paper is focusing on the first two ones: active
hysteresis and pressure-drop hysteresis. The last two have not been analyzed in detail and
are only mentioned to exemplify the possibilities.

3.2.1. Active Hysteresis

To build in hysteresis in an electronic control unit that controls valve positions and mo-
tor speed can be considered as the most flexible and straightforward approach. This is the
method that is used in the simulations presented in Section 5 and also what is meant when it
later is refereed to active hysteresis. A drawback is that it requires electronically controlled
valves. As mentioned in Section 3.1, it also puts high demands on the reservoir pressure.

3.2.2. Pressure-Drop Hysteresis

Pressure drops in hoses and valves can have a major impact on the static pressure levels
in the system. By sensing pressures in certain ways, the change in static pressure level for a
mode-switch can contribute to hysteresis, meaning that the static pressure difference moves
away from the switching region. In other words, pressure-drop hysteresis is a consequence
of the circuit type, the placing of load-holding valves, and pressure sensing components.
Pressure-drop hysteresis for different circuits is calculated and presented in Section 4.

3.2.3. Hydro-Mechanical Hysteresis

Pressure-drop hysteresis can be considered as a type of passive hysteresis. Passive
hysteresis can also be achieved in other ways. Hysteresis can be obtained if a force that
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opposes the movement of the valve is applied. The friction force within the valve has
this functionality. However, it might be difficult to control the friction force. A hydro-
mechanical solution that relies on pressure signals could therefore be more reasonable.
Examples of possible implementations for closed and open circuits are shown in Figure 7.
The examples rely on a pressure intensifier and a 4/2-valve. The latter is mechanically
linked with the main valve. The arrangements make sure that the intensified pressure
wants to keep the main valve in its current position whilst the reservoir pressure works in
the other direction. The difference between these pressures defines the hysteresis width.

M

Closed circuit

M

Open circuit

Figure 7. Examples of how hydro-mechanical hysteresis can be implemented. The circuits have not
been investigated in detail.

Since the reservoirs are supposed to be pressurized, one can also think of solutions
where the reservoir pressure is working against the atmospheric pressure. That might,
however, be a less attractive solution since there will be leakage to the atmospheric pressure
which means that the pressurized reservoir regularly must be recharged. Nevertheless, it
should be stated that the circuits in Figure 7 have not been evaluated and they should only
be considered as principal ideas.

3.2.4. Active Throttling

An active approach that can reduce the requirements on the reservoir pressure is active
throttling. A hysteresis mode is then introduced, as shown in Figure 8. In this mode, the
flow from the return side of the cylinder is throttled. This requires proportional valves. For
closed circuits, they must be on the cylinder side. The throttling mode can be considered as
an extension of the pumping mode. Operation in the throttling mode is related to losses.
However, since the mode only is active at low-pressure differences, the losses are likely
small. Either way, active throttling is considered as out-of-scope for this paper and will not
be further analyzed here.

ThTh

Δp (estimated without throttling)

v

Q1Q2

Q3 Q4
Th

Figure 8. Working principle for active throttling. The green areas called Th corresponds to the
throttling modes. The method has not been investigated in detail.
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4. Where to Sense the Pressures

The pressures can be sensed at both sides of the load-holding valves, and it is not
obvious to decide where to sense the pressures. Depending on the circuits, the pressure-
drop hysteresis will vary. In this section, it is analyzed how it will vary. The circuits that
are analyzed in detail are shown in Figure 9. The circuits are based on where the pressure
difference is sensed, and for closed circuits, the placement of the load-holding valve is
also varied. The denotations C1 to C4 and O1 to O2 will hereafter be used to describe the
different circuit configurations. In all configurations, it is assumed that all pressure drop
between the pump and the cylinder is taking place in the load-holding valves. Pressure
drop over hoses can be considered as neglected or lumped into the pressure drop over
the load-holding valves. Note that more configurations are available if one allows mixed
configurations, where the load-holding and pressure sensing components are separated
(e.g., sensing at the cylinder on the a-side and at the pump on the b-side). To enhance
readability, such configurations are excluded from this paper. However, the calculations
that are presented in this section have also been conducted for mixed configurations and
the results showed that they behave similarly to the presented ones.

Pump
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Pressure sensing
Cylinder
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Figure 9. Circuit configurations analysed in this paper.
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4.1. Positive and Negative Pressure-Drop Hysteresis

When switching from Q1 to Q2 or from Q4 to Q3 (i.e., when moving in the negative
∆p-direction), a negative shift in ∆p is desired, and when switching from Q2 to Q1 or Q3 to
Q4 (i.e., when moving in the positive ∆p-direction), the shift should be positive. It can be
assumed that this has a positive impact on the switching behavior since the static pressure
then is moved away from the switching region. Opposite signs would cause the static
pressure to move back to values that correspond to the previous quadrant, and it will in
turn call for another quadrant switch. Instability might thereby occur. In this paper, the
term negative pressure-drop hysteresis will be used when the shift in static pressure is in
the undesired direction along the ∆p-axis. A positive change in ∆p can therefore mean
negative pressure-drop hysteresis. This is illustrated in Figure 10.

Positive 
pressure-drop hysteresis

Negative 
pressure-drop hysteresis

Quadrant switch

Δp

t

Hysteresis width
Δp

t

Hysteresis width

Quadrant switch

Figure 10. Visualisation of pressure-drop hysteresis. Here, the pressure difference is linearly de-
creasing from a positive value to zero. At zero, there is a quadrant switch. If the pressure difference
then is moved further down, it corresponds to positive pressure-drop hysteresis. If the switch
causes the pressure difference to move back into the positive ∆p-region, it corresponds to negative
pressure-drop hysteresis.

4.2. Pressure-Drop Hysteresis Calculations

For configuration C1, where the pressure sensing and load-holding are on the cylinder
side, the hysteresis for a switch from Q1 to Q2 can be calculated as follows. Denotations
are clarified in Figure 11.

Q1
v

F

M

Aa Ab

pac pbc

pap pbp

pt

ca cb

ct

Figure 11. Clarification of denotations. The example shown is for operation in the first quadrant and
the load-holding valves are on the cylinder side.
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The pressure drops are calculated according to Equations (1) and (2):

∆pa =
vAa

ca
, (1)

∆pb =
vAb
cb

. (2)

The pressures in the system can be expressed as:

pac =
F + pbc Ab + bv

Aa
, (3)

pbc = pbp + ∆pb, (4)

pap = pac + ∆pa, (5)

pbp = pt −
v(Aa − Ab)

ct
. (6)

If the pressure signals that define the switching condition are set equal (in this case
pbc = pac) and the equations above are solved for F, the external force at which switching
occurs is obtained. This force can then be used when calculating the pressures in mode 2
(here denoted with the superscript ′), where the pressures are calculated as follows:

p′bc =
−F + pac Aa − bv

Ab
, (7)

p′ap = pt −
v(Aa − Ab)

ct
, (8)

p′bp = pbc − ∆pb, (9)

p′ac = pap − ∆pa. (10)

The shift in static pressure (i.e., the pressure-drop hysteresis) between Q1 and Q2 is
then the difference between the sensed pressures. Since the x-axis for the quadrants has
been defined as pa − pb, the following hysteresis is obtained:

∆physteresis = p′ac − p′bc. (11)

If the Equations (1)–(10) are solved and put in (11), the following expression for the
pressure-drop hysteresis is found:

∆physteresis =
(Aa − Ab)(Abca + Aacb)v

Abcacb
. (12)

In the earlier discussion about pressure-drop hysteresis in Section 4.1, it was stated
that a positive ∆physteresis is undesired when switching from Q1 to Q2 since it corresponds
to negative pressure-drop hysteresis. From Equation (12), it can be seen that the only way
to change the sign of ∆physteresis is to either change cylinder direction or to make Aa smaller
than Ab. However, none of these changes are valid since they principally correspond to
other quadrants, and Equation (12) only applies to a switch from Q1 to Q2. Configuration
C1 for an asymmetric cylinder will hence always have negative pressure-drop hysteresis
for this quadrant switch if v 6= 0.

The pressure-drop hysteresis has been calculated with the same train of thought for the
other configurations and quadrant switches (i.e., 24 cases). The equations are left out from
this paper, but the outcome showed that the parameter values cannot affect the signs of
the pressure-drop hysteresis for any mode-switch in any configuration. Furthermore, from
the equations, it can also be observed that the conclusion above also applies to non-linear
pressure drops. For switching from Q1 to Q2 in configuration C1, this becomes clear if
Equation (12) is rewritten as:
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∆physteresis =
Aa − Ab

Ab
(∆pa + ∆pb). (13)

∆pa and ∆pb are the pressure drops over the load-holding valves and since the pressure
drops always will be positive, even if they are not linearly dependent on the flow, they
cannot affect the sign of the pressure-drop hysteresis.

Nevertheless, with linear models and parameter values according to Table 1, the
change in static pressure when switching between different quadrants is shown in Table 2
is obtained.

Table 1. Parameter values.

Description Denotation Value Unit

Reservoir pressure pt 1× 106 Pa
Cylinder area, piston side Aa 6.4× 10−3 m2

Cylinder area, rod side Ab 3.5× 10−3 m2

Flow coefficient, piston side ca 1× 10−9 m3/s/Pa
Flow coefficient, rod side cb 1× 10−9 m3/s/Pa
Flow coefficient, tank ct 1× 10−8 m3/s/Pa
Cylinder velocity v 4× 10−2 m/s
Viscous friction b 1× 104 Ns/m

Table 2. Change in static pressure difference for different configurations when switching between
different modes. Green colour corresponds to positive hysteresis and red to negative.

Denotation LHV p Q1 to Q2 Q2 to Q1 Q3 to Q4 Q4 to Q3
Placement Sensing [MPa] [MPa] [MPa] [MPa]

C1 Cylinder Cylinder 0.32 −0.18 0.18 −0.32
C2 Cylinder Pump 0 0 0 0
C3 Pump Cylinder 0 0 0 0
C4 Pump Pump −0.63 0.35 −0.35 0.63
O1 - Cylinder 0.32 −0.18 0.18 −0.32
O2 - Pump 0 0 0 0

When only considering the signs, it can be seen that switching from Q3 to Q4 has
the same influence on the static pressure as switching from Q1 to Q2, and that switching
from Q4 to Q3 has the same effect as switching from Q2 to Q1. Nevertheless, when
switching from Q1 to Q2, it is desired to have a negative shift in static pressure, but when
switching from Q3 to Q4, a positive shift is desired. According to this static analysis,
one can therefore expect smooth switching during load transition when running in one
direction, but problems with oscillations in the other for configurations C1, C4, and O1. For
configurations C2, C3 and O2, there is no pressure-drop hysteresis. For these configurations,
one can therefore expect similar behavior in both directions. Whether the reasoning is valid
when dynamics is included has been analyzed in computer simulations. The analysis is
presented in Section 5.

5. Dynamic Analysis

Each system configuration can be described by a linear model for each quadrant.
The results presented later are based on such models that have been solved in Simulink
(Bogacki-Shampine, fixed time step of 1 × 10−5 s). In Q1, closed-circuit systems with
load-holding valves on the cylinder side (configurations C1 and C2) can be described by
the following equations:
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dpap

dt
=

β

Vap
(qideal − qleak − qa), (14)

dpac

dt
=

β

Vac
(−vAa + qa), (15)

dpbp

dt
=

β

Vbp

(
ct(pt − pbp)− qideal + qleak + qb

)
, (16)

dpbc
dt

=
β

Vbc
(vAb − qb), (17)

where

dv
dt

=
1
m
(pac Aa − pbc Ab − F− vb), (18)

qideal = vre f Aa, (19)

qleak = cp(pap − pbp), (20)

qa = ca(pap − pac), (21)

qb = cb(pbc − pbp). (22)

For load-holding valves on the pump side (configurations C3 and C4), the pressures
can instead be described as follows. The velocities and flows are calculated as above.

dpap

dt
=

β

Vap
(qideal − qleak − qa), (23)

dpac

dt
=

β

Vac
(−vAa + qa), (24)

dpbp

dt
=

β

Vbp
(−qideal + qleak + qb), (25)

dpbc
dt

=
β

Vbc

(
ct(pt − pbc) + vAb − qb

)
. (26)

Lastly, for the open circuits (configuration O1 to O4), the pressures can be described as:

dpap

dt
=

β

Vap
(qideal − qleak − qa), (27)

dpac

dt
=

β

Vac
(−vAa + qa), (28)

pbp = pt, (29)

dpbc
dt

=
β

Vbc
(vAb − qb). (30)

It can be noticed that the equations for the closed circuit with load-holding valves on
the cylinder side and the open circuit are identical if it is assumed that pbp = pt. Their
dynamic behavior is therefore expected to be similar for large ct-values.

Figure 12 shows the step response from external force to sensed pressure difference for
the different configurations in different quadrants. Parameter values are set according to
Tables 1 and 3. It is noticeable that the closed-circuit configurations with load-holding valves
on the pump side (C3 and C4) are more oscillatory compared to the other configurations.
This is due to the comparatively large ct-value. Furthermore, it can be observed that Q2
and Q3 are less oscillatory compared to Q1 and Q4 since the larger cylinder area then is
connected to the reservoir.
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Figure 12. Step response from external force to sensed pressure difference.

Table 3. Complementary parameter values for dynamic modelling. Parameters for motor dynamics
are provided for two cases: slow and fast. If nothing else is stated, fast parameters are used.

Description Denotation Value Unit

Pump volume, piston side Vap 1× 10−3 m3

Pump volume, rod side Vbp 1× 10−3 m3

Cylinder volume, piston side Vac 5× 10−3 m3

Cylinder volume, rod side Vbc 5× 10−3 m3

Bulk modulus β 1× 109 Pa
Inertial load m 1000 kg
Pump leakage cp 0 m3/s/Pa
Cylinder leakage cc 0 m3/s/Pa
Motor resonance frequency (fast) fm 1000 Hz
Motor resonance frequency (slow) fm 20 Hz
Valve resonance frequency fv 1000 Hz
Motor damping ratio (fast) δm 1 -
Motor damping ratio (slow) δm 0.3 -
Valve damping ratio δv 1 -

5.1. Valve and Motor Dynamics

When mode switches occur, the orifices that correspond to the control valves will open
or close and the motor speed will adapt to try to keep the cylinder speed constant. Here, the
speed of the hydraulic machine as well as the valves’ pressure-flow coefficients are modeled
with second-order dynamics. To see the impact of the motor dynamics, fast and slow cases
are evaluated. Regarding the valves, the results presented here are for unrealistically fast
valve dynamics. This is to keep the analysis general and avoid phenomena caused by the
valve design/setup itself.

5.2. Worst Case: External Force Considerations

The system has two inputs: the external cylinder force and the cylinder speed com-
mand. It is expected that the most critical cases regarding mode-switch oscillations are
when there is a step input to one of the signals and the external force corresponds to a value
that gives static pressures close to the switching condition (e.g., when pac = pbc). If pressure
drops are neglected, this force is when the external force is F = pt(Aa− Ab)− bv. However,
when the effect of pressure drops is included, the force also depends on the configuration
as well as the quadrant in operation (see Section 4). To obtain a fair comparison between
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different configurations and quadrant switches, the pressure drops are considered and
therefore the external force is adapted to each case.

5.3. Open Loop Analysis: Switching without Pressure Feedback

To better understand the behavior of systems with closed-loop control, where feedback
from the pressure difference is used to control the switching between quadrants, the
pressures of switches without feedback are analyzed.

Figure 13 shows how the sensed pressures are affected during switching between
different quadrants for different configurations with fast motor dynamics.
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Figure 13. Switch without pressure feedback between different quadrants for different configurations.
The forced mode-switch occurs after 0.5 seconds. The cases with negative pressure-drop hysteresis
are marked with solid red lines and the ones with positive are marked with dashed green lines.

From the figure, it can be observed that the response for a switch from Q1 to Q2 is
the mirror of the switch from Q4 to Q3. The same applies from Q2 to Q1 and Q3 to Q4.
It can also be seen that configurations C2, C3, and O2 are less sensitive to mode-switches
compared to C1, C4, and O1. In C2 and O2, no oscillations are visible and in C3, the
oscillations are small. When looking at configuration C1, C4, and O1, the static offsets
that were calculated in Section 4 are visible. However, it becomes evident that dynamic
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phenomena might cause problems in certain cases, e.g., when switching from Q4 to Q3 in
configuration C1. In that case, there is a static offset in the desired direction. However, the
pressure on the a-side is increased faster than on the b-side. This means that the sensed
pressure difference first will move in the undesired direction before it settles at a value that
corresponds to positive hysteresis.

It is also reasonable to assume that motor dynamics will have an important impact
on the switching behavior since it in closed circuits must adapt the speed and in open
circuits, it must also change direction. Figure 14 shows the same thing as Figure 13, but with
slower, and more realistic, motor dynamics. It shows similar results, but the oscillations are
generally amplified, especially in configuration O2.
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 13, but with slow motor dynamics.

5.4. Closed Loop Analysis: Switching with Pressure Feedback

To compare the risk of oscillations in each configuration, the systems are here excited
with a step in external force of varying amplitude and varying active hysteresis width.
The end value of the step corresponds to the worst-case described in Section 5.2. The time
between the first and last switch is used as a performance measure. The measure is closely
related to the number of switches, but it values cases with low switching frequency equal
to cases with high frequency. The result for fast motor dynamics is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. Time between first and last switch when a step in external force is applied for different
quadrants and different configurations. The step was applied after 2 s and the simulation ran for 5 s,
meaning that the maximum switching time was 3 s. The cases with negative pressure-drop hysteresis
are marked with solid red lines and the ones with positive are marked with dashed green lines.

The yellow areas in Figure 15 correspond to very poor switching behavior. It is
apparent that it is mainly the cases with negative pressure-drop hysteresis that suffers from
long switching times, but they also exist in other cases when there is no active hysteresis
applied. The active hysteresis that is required to get out from the yellow regions is almost
independent of the step amplitude. This indicates that it is the switch itself that excites
the system. Outside the yellow regions, the figure generally shows a close to a linear
relationship between the required hysteresis width and step amplitude for a certain time. It
can also be seen that the configurations that are less damped have longer switching times
for the same hysteresis width and force amplitude.

Another noticeable detail is that the switching behavior from Q1 to Q2 is very similar
to the behavior from Q4 to Q3 for configurations with no pressure-drop hysteresis. The
same applies in the opposite direction. This is expected since Q1 and Q4 are equal when it
comes to dynamic response, and so are Q2 and Q3. It can also be seen that configuration
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C1 is very similar to O1, and that C2 is very similar to O2 except for when there is no
hysteresis applied.

Regarding the initial dynamic effects that were observed in Figures 13 and 14, one
can notice that the negative impact of the initial pressure spike in configuration C1, when
switching from Q4 to Q3, is not visible, but the corresponding spike in the less damped
configuration C4, when switching from Q1 to Q2, can be seen. Another detail that can be
noticed is that switch from Q2 to Q1 in configurations C1 and O1 are not as bad as expected.

Figure 16 shows the same simulations as Figure 15, but with slow motor dynamics.
The results are similar to the ones presented in Figure 15. The main difference is that large
yellow regions now not only appear in cases with negative pressure-drop hysteresis.
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Figure 16. Same as Figure 15 but with slow motor dynamics.

6. Discussion

When comparing closed and open circuits, it can be noted that both architectures share
some issues:

• They require pressurized reservoirs
• Their filtering systems must be able to handle flow in both directions
• Pump flow compensation is required to avoid a change in cylinder speed when

switching between Q1 and Q2 or Q3 and Q4
• They can suffer from mode-switch oscillations
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This analysis has also shown that they have similar oscillation behavior if the motor
and valve dynamics are neglectable and if the pressure drop between the reservoir and
the system is small. However, with motor dynamics included, the open circuit behaves
worse. An explanation is the fact that the hydraulic machine must change direction when
switching mode, and not only the amplitude. Open circuits do, on the other hand, put less
strict requirements on the pump design since the pump can have a defined high-pressure
side. Another advantage of the open circuit architecture is regarding the flexibility. If load-
holding valves are included in the closed circuit, both open and closed circuits require four
orifices. However, the architecture of the open circuit offers a higher degree of flexibility.
For example, the cylinder chambers can be connected to the tank and thereby allow for fast
lowering motions. This can also be achieved in closed circuits, but additional valves are
then required.

When it comes to where to sense the pressures, the presented analysis has shown that
the placing of the pressure sensing components can have a great impact on the switching
behavior. It can be concluded that it is not desired to have a hysteresis that is obtained by
the pressure drops in the system, and the pressure sensing components should therefore be
placed accordingly. The reason why to avoid pressure-drop hysteresis is mainly because it
introduces undesired oscillations in the system. It is, however, not only the static pressure
shift that matters but also the dynamics. Still, it is primarily negative pressure-drop
hysteresis that should be avoided, but since positive pressure-drop hysteresis in one
direction means negative pressure-drop hysteresis in the other, pressure-drop hysteresis, in
general, is not desired.

When looking at previous work on closed circuits where pressure drop has been
considered, it can be noted that pressure sensing has most often been set up in a way that
pressure-drop hysteresis is avoided. That is, however, not the case for open circuits where
the cylinder pressures tend to be used to decide when to switch mode.

Nevertheless, in this paper, it has become clear that all configurations can suffer from
significant oscillations, even if there is no pressure-drop hysteresis. Active hysteresis has
been proposed as a solution. The analysis has shown that active hysteresis can stabilize
systems and reduce oscillations efficiently and that increased hysteresis width almost
exclusively means improved performance. In summary, one can therefore say that it is
preferred to have a configuration without any pressure-drop hysteresis, but an active
hysteresis in the controller. It is, however, hard to know how much active hysteresis is
required. The risk of having a pressure oscillation around the switching condition as well
as the amplitude of the excitation must be considered. Also, motor dynamics play a role.
Since the hysteresis puts higher demands on the reservoir pressure, a very high hysteresis
can be inappropriate. A solution to this could be active throttling, which was presented
in Section 3.2. But it must be evaluated further. Furthermore, if a passive solution with a
similar impact as active hysteresis is desired, the hydro-mechanical solution presented in
Section 3.2 could be interesting to investigate. But also that solution must be analyzed in
more detail since it is possible that the pressure build-up phase can have a negative impact
on the performance.

This analysis has shown that motor dynamics are important, but the valve dynamics
will also have a great impact on the switching behavior. And it is not only the response that
matters, but also the valve design itself (e.g., the underlap). This impact has, however, been
left out from this analysis since we wanted to keep the analysis general and independent on
any specific valve design. Still, during the work, it was observed that slow valve dynamics
sometimes could reduce the oscillations that were introduced from the motor dynamics.

The models that are analyzed in this paper are linear and very simple. For example,
pressure drops have only been considered as present at certain points. In real life, pressure
drops occur everywhere, and they might not be linear. Still, the analysis provides infor-
mation on the best placing of the pressure sensing components. It should also be stated
that the presented results are based on only one set of parameter values (except for the
motor dynamics). When it comes to the pressure-drop hysteresis, it was, however, observed
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that the parameter values only have an impact on the amplitude, not the sign, and one
can generally say that a smaller amplitude means less impact (i.e., the difference between
the pressure sensing alternatives will be smaller). Furthermore, variations in parameters
naturally also affect the dynamic response for the different analyzed configurations. For
example, if the flow coefficients ca and cb are closer to ct, the dynamics of C3 and C4
would be more comparable to C1, C2, O1, and O2. C1 and C2 would, however, still be
more damped. Moreover, if ca and cb are increased, the pressure-drop hysteresis would be
reduced meaning that the difference between the different pressure sensing alternatives
would be smaller.

Lastly, it should be clarified that a kind of worst-case scenario is analyzed in this paper,
meaning that the static pressures are at the switching condition (without active hysteresis).
The external force that is required to obtain this depends on the system configuration and
the operating quadrant. To make a fair comparison between different systems and to be able
to draw general conclusions, it is therefore important to adapt the load case. That applies to
any type of input signal, and not just steps that have been tested here. This is something that
has not been considered in earlier system comparisons. When mode-switching behavior
is analyzed and different systems are compared, the common approach has been to ramp
an external force in some way. A potential problem with this is that switching conditions
will be fulfilled at different cylinder positions, meaning that the system dynamics can be
completely different. The risk is then that the conclusions only are valid for the tested load
cases. It is especially important to consider this if widely different switching conditions are
analyzed. Nevertheless, it is not likely that the worst-case scenarios that have been tested
here will occur in the same manner in a real application. One can therefore expect fewer
problems in reality than what has been shown in this paper. Still, configurations that have
good worst-case performance can be expected to oscillate less in real life as well.

7. Conclusions

This paper has shown that it is desired to sense the pressure in pump-controlled
systems in such a way that the sensed static pressure difference is unchanged after a
mode-switch. Otherwise, there is a larger risk for mode-switch oscillations between certain
quadrants to occur. It has also been shown that oscillations might occur in systems with
proper pressure sensing, but that active hysteresis in the controller can reduce that risk.
However, the pressure level in the reservoir must be sufficient to ensure controllability.
Furthermore, it has been observed that closed circuits tend to suffer less from problems
with mode-switch oscillations compared to the corresponding open circuits, especially if
motor dynamics is considered. It could also be seen that the damping of the system has
a clear influence on the switching behavior. The preferred system configuration from a
mode-switching perspective is therefore configuration C2, where the load-holding valves
are on the cylinder side and pressure sensing on the pump side. However, if an open circuit
is desired, configuration O2, where the pressure sensing is on the pump side, is preferable.
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